
Hydrolock explained by David Wilder

If it's hydrolocked, you most likely have a float valve sticking, or the rubber
tip on one is off or damaged. However, if it is cylinder #6, the culprit could
be either petcock or the float valve for that carb. If the carbs and petcock
have not been refreshed within 10 years, they should be done now.

Get a complete carb rebuild kit, including intake manifold o-rings and fuel
rail o-rings, as well as new float valves and the assorted o-rings. You will
need the D shaped tool for the low speed circuit. When reinstalling those
jets, lightly seat them and then back out 2 1/4 turns, unless you have non-
stock pipes. That should be real close to correct. Another tip is to zip tie the
pipes on the airbox together, put it in place, and cut the zip ties. It's like an
octopus with 6 arms, and you don't have enough hands to fight that rascal
otherwise.

While you're at it, rebuild the petcock with a new "cover set", not just 2 new
diaphrams. Be sure to point the drain hole down, and don't use any sealant.

Replace the fuel filter. It's a plastic mesh tube that will stay inside the tank
when you remove the petcock. Take a pair of long nose pliers and pull it out.
The new one comes with the o-ring that goes on it.

Hydrolock on #6 (back left carb, where the vacuum line goes to the petcock:
- This is sometimes the cause of a hydrolock. There are 2 diaphrams in the
petcock, and in time they will harden and leak. The one closest to the
vacuum line moves a lot any time the engine is running. If you hook up a
mightyvac to a vacuum line to one of your carbs, as if measuring the
vacuum. You will see what I'm talking about. When a crack develops in that
vacuum line, your engine should have a fuel starvation issue if everything
else in the petcock is good. It might not be!
There's a small weep hole made into the center cover of the petcock. It
should allow enough air into the space between the diaphrams that there will
be a fuel flow shortage issue at higher rpms. It should also let gas drip out if
the inner diaphragm is leaking. You can have a problem right there that
causes gas to leak down the vacuum line straight into intake #6.
Let's say that a bug made his home in that weep hole - or it got plugged up
with grime - or someone previously rebuilt the petcock and used a sealant
that plugged up the weep hole in reassembly - or someone previously rebuilt
the petcock and turned the weep hole up instead of down. In any of these



cases, your weep hole isn't doing it's job.
Here's what happens: the outer diaphram works back and forth a lot and
eventually leaks. The weep hole is not doing it's job well, so now the inner
diaphram goes to moving a bunch, and it's not used to having to work so
much. It tears or gets a pinhole in it. You are riding your bike and mow #6
cylinder starts running rich because of extra fuel being drawn down the
vacuum line. You don't notice anything wrong because these engines still
run great with a rich situation on only 1 carb. If it's a huge leak into the
vacuum line, you would probably notice that. But this is a very slow
dribble.
You park the bike for several hours. Maybe overnight or longer. That very
slow dribble continues to flow gas into intake #6. It only takes about 1/2 to
3/4 of an ounce of fuel to hydrolock a cylinder.
You go to start the bike and it turns just a little and suddenly locks up. You
push the starter button again and there's the sound of the starter shearing
teeth off of the driven gear in the transmission. Now you get to pull the
engine and replace that gear. As well as rebuilding carbs and petcock.

What can be done to prevent the expensive repair of a hydrolock?

1. Rebuild carbs and petcock at 10 year intervals regardless of the miles
driven. I don't think miles are as important as age with these rubber parts.

2. Install a Dan-Marc electric valve in the fuel line. Number 121 fits nicely
with a brass screw in T connector replacing the T between the banks of
carbs. Now when there's a leaky float valve, there's very little fuel available
to leak into a cylinder.

3. Switch to a manual petcock, convert the OEM one to manual, or install a
"Scooter Valve" into the vacuum line. Search "scooter valve" in our 1500
tech section of the forum. www.valkyrieriders.com

The approach of not fixing something that isn't broke can be expensive.
Think of refreshing carbs and petcock as preventive maintenance. It is.


